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INTRODUCTION
Coral reefs are one of the most diverse ecosystems on Earth (Connell 1978; Hughes, Bellwood and Connolly 2002; Roberts et al. 2002) . Shallow, photic zone reefs cover <0.1% of the sea floor; nonetheless, they host one-third of all described marine species (McAllister 1991; Bowen et al. 2013) . Competitive and symbiotic interactions among macroorganisms in coral reefs create new niches for speciation and boost diversification (Stachowicz 2001; Bastolla et al. 2009 ). Coral reefs are highly productive environments, with gross primary production rates ranging from 256 to 1696 mmol C m −2 d −1 , comparable to those of tropical rain forests Alldredge, Carlson and Carpenter 2013; Van Hoytema et al. 2016 ). Net production rates vary from negative, when reefs behave as net heterotrophic systems, to values as high as 1.15 mol C m −2 d −1 , with most reefs behaving as net autotrophs (Alldredge, Carlson and Carpenter 2013; Naumann et al. 2013; Rix et al. 2015) . High productivity sustains intense fishing activities, with coral reef fish being a significant food source for over a billion people worldwide and an estimated global annual commercial value of US$ 5.7 billion (Cesar, Burke and Pet-Soede 2003; UNEP 2004; MacNeil et al. 2015) . Coral reefs also provide coastal protection and a significant source of income for local economies through tourism and recreation (Cesar, Burke and Pet-Soede 2003; Burke et al. 2011) .
Benthic primary producers such as coral-associated symbiotic zooxanthellae, macroalgae, turfs and endolithic algae are the main sources of locally produced organic carbon input into coral reef ecosystems (Hatcher 1988; Cardini et al. 2016 ). In contrast, phytoplankton-derived organic carbon and import from oceanic currents contribute to only a minor fraction of the systems primary production, ranging from an estimated 0.3%-13% (Alldredge, Carlson and Carpenter 2013; Cardini et al. 2016) . Tight coupling between trophic compartments and efficient recycling pathways are key aspects of coral reef productivity (Moriarty 1979; Hatcher 1990) . Net import and export from these systems is very low, and essential elements supporting productivity must be recycled within the system. Nutrients are repeatedly assimilated and remineralized during diurnal production and respiration (D'Elia 1988; Alldredge, Carlson and Carpenter 2013) . Such tight coupling is achieved through high diversity, numerous non-trophic relationships and complex web-type trophic structure (Odum 1968; Kéfi et al. 2012 ). This contrasts with more linear trophic structures where periodic high loads of external input sustains high productivity followed by high export, such as seasonal blooms in temperate and polar pelagic ecosystems (Landry 1977) .
The role of microbes in coral reef recycling processes has been recognized for over 30 years (Moriarty 1979; Hatcher 1990 ). The fraction of net primary production estimated to enter microbial metabolic pathways range from 59% in healthy reefs to close to 100% in degraded reefs (Arias-Gonzalez et al. 1997; Faure et al. 2010) . Bacterial doubling times are up to 50 times faster on reef flats (ranging from 2 to 4 doublings · day −1 ) than those observed in the open ocean (∼0.07 doublings · day −1 ) (Moriarty 1979; Torréton, Pagès and Talbot 2002; Rochelle-Newall et al. 2008; Kirchman 2016) . Unlike open ocean pelagic communities, reef bacterial doubling times do not correlate with planktonic primary production, indicating that coral reef heterotrophs, which encompass 70-90% of total bacteria, do not rely on organic carbon produced by phytoplankton (Morán et al. 2002; Sarmento and Gasol 2012) . Instead, photosynthates released by the benthos are the main carbon source taken up by coral reef bacteria (Moriarty 1979; Torréton, Pagès and Talbot 2002; Rochelle-Newall et al. 2008) . Likewise, bacterial diversity is highly influenced by the reef benthos, as demonstrated by high heterogeneity among reef water microbial communities from sites located ∼1 km apart on a coral reef flat, compared to highly homogenous communities in sites more than 100 km apart in open ocean (Mc Climent et al. 2011) .
In the first section of this review, we identify microbial players, interactions and processes that contribute to coral reef productivity with a focus on the coral holobiont. Local impacts such as low herbivore pressure (due to overfishing) and eutrophication (due to pollution) can drive benthic phase shifts from a coral to an algae-dominated environment (McCook 1999) . Eutrophication and overfishing act together releasing bottom-up and topdown controls that lead to macroalgae overgrowth and coral death Paddack et al. 2009; Zaneveld et al. 2016) . Previous studies hypothesized that microbes not only follow these transitions, but accelerate and intensify them through feedback loops that enhance coral mortality (Smith et al. 2006) . In the second section of this review, we identify four microbial features that characterize such feedback loops: (i) microbial community structure, (ii) biomass, (iii) metabolism and (iv) viral predation. We propose that these processes comprise 'microbial phase shifts' that enhance reef degradation by altering coral reef productivity and trophic dynamics. Next, we discuss how the integration of microbial processes in the reef trophic web can improve the understanding of coral reef trophic transitions, and finally present outstanding questions that should be addressed in future coral reef microbiology studies.
MICROBIAL CARBON FLUXES WITHIN HOLOBIONTS
Coral holobionts consist of multipartner relationships involving the coral host, endosymbiotic dinoflagellates of the genus Symbiodinium, associated bacteria, viruses and other microbes (Rohwer et al. 2002; Knowlton and Rohwer 2003) . The obligate relationship between corals and Symbiodinium is the basis of a functioning reef ecosystem with the coral host obtaining fixed carbon in exchange for inorganic nutrients to the dinoflagellate partner (Muller-Parker and D'Elia 1997; Rowan 1998) . This close partnership has been extensively studied and is not the focus of this review (Douglas and Smith 1989; Muller-Parker and D'Elia 1997) . The bacterial community associated with the coral holobiont and its role in coral functioning have also been the target of previous reviews (Rosenberg et al. 2007; Thompson et al. 2015; Bourne, Morrow and Webster 2016) . Here we will briefly discuss the coral microbiome with a focus on whether interactions among bacteria, Symbiodinium, viruses and other microbial partners can affect holobiont-level carbon fluxes (Fig. 1) .
Symbiotic interactions within the coral holobiont are very diverse, ranging from parasitism to mutualism, and display distinct patterns of transmission and fidelity (Fig. 1, 1 .1) (Douglas and Werren 2016) . Across coral species boundaries, geographical scales and health states, dominant members of the coral microbiome are often variable, likely sporadic members of the microbiome, with some identified stable members often in low abundance (Carlos, Torres and Ottoboni 2013; Fernando et al. 2014; Hester et al. 2015; Garcia et al. 2016; Hernandez-agreda et al. 2016) . Intracellular Endozoicomonas provide strong support to the existence of stable and species-specific bacterial-coral associations (Bayer et al. 2013; Neave et al. 2016a,b) . However, the stability and dynamics of a core coral microbiome is still not widely understood (Ainsworth and Gates 2016) . Some studies suggest that the holobiont behaves as a flexible ecological unit and that shifting the microbiome assembly is potentially important for the coral functional adaptation to environmental conditions (Röthig et al. 2016; Zaneveld et al. 2016) . However, microbial community taxonomic composition is not always coupled to microbial function (Kelly et al. 2014) , leaving open a question on the temporal stability and ubiquity of microbial functions that will impact the holobiont fluxes of matter and energy. Longitudinal studies of coral microbiome function that go beyond ribosomal marker genes are needed in order to define whether there is a core microbial functional profile that contributes to coral's productivity and long-term fitness.
Relationships between bacteria and Symbiodinium
Symbiodinium supports coral nutrition through translocation of 40 to 80% of the photosynthetically fixed carbon to the coral holobiont (Hatcher 1988; Muscatine 1990; Tremblay et al. 2012) . Between 10 and 50% of this carbon is subsequently released as mucus Naumann et al. 2010a; Haas et al. 2011) , approximately 8% is channeled to biomass growth, with the remainder being consumed in respiration . As a result, corals display low biomass turnover and mucus release is the main pathway for coral primary production to enter the food web (Hatcher 1988) .
The carbon released by Symbiodinium is a rich energy source for coral-associated bacteria, and the proportion of coral respiration that is respired by coral cells compared to coralassociated bacterial cells is unknown (Nakajima et al. 2009 (Nakajima et al. , 2010 . The abundance relationship between members of bacterial community and Symbiodinium suggests a nutrient dependency interaction (Fig. 1, 1 .2). Diazotrophic bacteria provide fixed nitrogen to Symbiodinium, as indicated by the correlation in diversity and abundance between these two microbial groups (Olson et al. 2009; Olson and Lesser 2013) . Increased nitrogen availability due to microbial community activity stimulates high cell division rates by Symbiodinium, resulting in organic carbon sequestration (Radecker et al. 2015) . At the ecosystem level, up to 11% of nitrogen utilized in coral reef primary production is provided by diazotrophy (Cardini et al. 2014; Lema et al. 2015) .
A consortium between Symbiodinium and the bacteria Neptunomonas sp. and Pseudoalteromonas atlantica was demonstrated to calcify ex hospite in a process dependent on extracellular polysaccharides (Frommlet et al. 2015) . These data suggest a possible role of bacterial calcification inside the coral host similar to the formation of microbialites, calcium carbonate deposits formed over organic matter (OM) films (see Box 1; Pringault et al. 2005; Warthmann et al. 2015) . In the sponge Hemimycale columella, symbiotic bacteria produce calcareous spherules intracellularly (Garate, Blanquer and Uriz 2015) . The significance of microbial calcification processes in coral reefs and how it could be affected by ocean acidification is only recently being investigated, (Webster et al. 2013 Morrow et al. 2015; O'Brien et al. 2016) .
Box 1. Microbialites
Microbialites are organosedimentary deposits that have accreted as a result of a benthic microbial community trapping and binding sediment and/or forming the locus of mineral precipitation (Burne and Moore 1987) . The term microbialites has been used in a more general way to describe microbial mats varying in organization and size, but mostly to describe carbonate stromatolites (well-structured, laminated forms), thrombolites (unlayered, clotted forms) and similar structures that occur as domes and columns in the shallow waters of lakes and seas (Dupraz et al. 2009 ). These complex microbial ecosystems undergo extensive sequestration of carbon through the process of organomineralization. Cyanobacteria in modern mats promote calcium carbonate formation by drawing down CO 2 and also indirectly by releasing extracellular polysaccharides, which acts as nucleation sites for calcium carbonate precipitation. Other microorganisms involved in biologically induced biomineralization of calcium carbonate include sulfate-reducing bacteria and several other anaerobic microbes in anoxic layers of microbial mats.
Dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP) released by Symbiodinium is an organic carbon and sulfur source for bacteria (Broadbent, Jones and Jones 2002; Raina et al. 2010 Raina et al. , 2013 . About 70% of DMSP is demethylated by bacteria, while the other 30% can be hydrolyzed forming acrylate and dimethylsulfide (DMS), a volatile compound implicated in cloud formation and in climate regulation (Vallina and Simó 2007; Reisch, Moran and Whitman 2011) . Free-living bacteria can also utilize DMSP as a sulfur and carbon source through a variety of catabolic pathways (Kiene et al. 1999; Dickschat, Zell and Brock 2010; Seymour et al. 2010; Garren et al. 2014; Sun et al. 2016) . The abundance of the bacterial DMSP demethylase gene, dmdA, is negatively correlated with the concentration of this compound on the surface mucus of Porites astreoides, Siderastrea siderea and Meandrina meandrites, although this relationship was not observed for all dmdA-encoding bacterial groups (Frade et al. 2015) . Heat stress increases up to 5-fold the production of DMSP in Pocillopora damicornis corals (Garren et al. 2014) . High DMSP concentrations stimulate chemotaxis of Vibrio corallilyticus towards heat stressed corals, representing a potential mechanism for pathogen recruitment (Garren et al. 2014; Tout et al. 2015) . Interestingly, several motile strains of phytoplankton, heterotrophic bacteria, and bacterivore and herbivore microzooplankton are attracted by DMSP pulses in vitro (Seymour et al. 2010) . In pelagic marine food webs where nutrients are scarce, rapid chemotactic response allows bacteria to efficiently use patches of resources, suggesting that chemotactic swimming strategies exert strong influence on carbon turnover rates and bacterial productivity (Stocker et al. 2008) . On coral reefs, the relative importance of chemotaxis for carbon use by bacteria is not yet defined.
Do other holobiont partners contribute to productivity?
Viruses may affect holobiont productivity by directly infecting and controlling the abundance of Symbiodinium. Coral viromes have a high diversity of DNA and RNA viruses, including retro-transcribing and ssRNA viruses (Weynberg et al. 2014) . Microscopy, metagenomics and metatranscriptomic data suggest that Nucleocytoplasmic Large DNA Viruses NCLDV and a novel positive-sense single-stranded RNA virus are able to infect Symbiodinium and trigger the disruption of the coral-Symbiodinium association (Correa, Welsh and Thurber 2012; Soffer et al. 2014; Correa et al. 2016; Levin et al. 2017) . Infection could lead to a modulation of primary productivity even in corals with no signs of bleaching or disease.
Bacteriophage sequences are more abundant than eukaryotic viral sequences in coral viromes (Fig. 1, 1.3 , Wegley et al. 2007; Wood-Charlson et al. 2015) . Based on their versatility of interactions with bacteria and eukaryotic hosts, phages have been proposed to play a role as mutualists in the coral holobiont (Van Oppen, Leong and Gates 2009; Silveira and Rohwer 2016) . However, antagonistic interactions resulting from mutualism between phage and pathogenic bacteria have also been suggested (Thurber et al. 2017) . Five strains of the coral pathogen V. corallilyticus isolated from diseased corals and oyster contain integrated prophages encoding virulence factors . In Montastraea annularis, six phage strains were correlated with the abundance of bacteria associated exclusively with white-plague affected corals (Soffer, Zaneveld and Thurber 2015) . Yet, direct evidence of mutualistic or antagonistic interactions between phage and coral reef organisms is still lacking.
Endolithic microorganisms are a poorly understood component of the coral holobiont, represented by a diverse array of Cyanobacteria, Fungi, other heterotrophic bacteria and archaea, plus red and green algae residing inside coral skeletons (Fig. 1,  1.4) . A novel eukaryotic group, ARL-V (Apicomplexan-related lineages), is exclusively found in association with corals worldwide (Janouškovec et al. 2012) . Ostreobium quekettii, an unicellular Chlorophyta, is the most abundantly described endolithic algal species in coral reefs (Lins-de-Barros et al. 2010 Maoz and Fine 2011) . Although these endolithic algae may play a role in CaCO 3 dissolution and the recycling of the carbonate and calcium ions, they have also been suggested to provide part of their fixed carbon to corals (Fine and Loya 2002) . During bleaching events, when light penetrates deeper into the coral skeleton due to endosymbiont loss, increased photosynthetic rates of endolithic algae may act as a buffering system provisioning nutrients to the coral host and reducing coral mortality (Verbruggen and Tribollet 2011) .
Microbial role on benthic competition
For photosynthesizing holobionts such as corals and macroalgae, competition for space in the two-dimensional benthic surface is a major ecological interaction (Hughes 1989 (Hughes , 1994 Lirman 2001; Graham and Nash 2013) . Coral interactions with different groups of algae, such as crustose coralline algae (CCA), fleshy macroalgae and turfs, have distinct outcomes in terms of the winning competitor. The proportion of winning, neutral and loosing interactions along a coral's perimeter is related to coral growth form, even in morphologically plastic growth genera (Swierts and Vermeij 2016) . The mechanisms classically evoked to explain this phenomenon are physical abrasion and shading, allelopathy, reduction of photosynthetic yields of coral symbiotic microalgae and impairment of reproduction, settlement and recruitment (McCook, Jompa and Diaz-Pulido 2001; Kuffner et al. 2006; Hauri et al. 2010; Cetz-Navarro, Quan-Young and Espinoza-Avalos 2015) . In the last two decades, a growing body of evidence points to a role of microbial communities contributing to the outcomes of coral-algae competition. There are two main hypotheses explaining how microbes mediate coral-algae competition. The first hypothesis proposes that algae harbor coral pathogens that are transferred to corals upon contact. The second proposes that coral resident microbes can become harmful to the coral tissue when stimulated by algaereleased OM. This model of microbial-mediated benthic competition is called in the DDAM model: dissolved organic matter (DOM), disease, algae and microbes, in which both disease and microbial respiration favor algae overgrowth on corals (Dinsdale and Rohwer 2011; Barott and Rohwer 2012) .These two hypotheses are not mutually exclusive, and can have synergistic effects when the destabilization of the resident coral-associated microbial community is followed by pathogen invasion.
The significant difference between coral and fleshy algae microbiomes is the first hint for the hypothesis of invasion of algae-associated bacteria on the coral tissue as a potential cause of dysbiosis (Reis et al. 2009; Barott et al. 2011a; Carlos et al. 2013 Carlos et al. , 2014 Egan et al. 2013; Hester et al. 2015) . Further support for this hypothesis is found in the high abundance of coral disease-associated bacteria in the fleshy algae Dictyota bartayresiana and the establishment of White Plague type II caused by Aurantimonas coralicida in M. faveolata by direct contact with the calcifying macroalgae Halimeda opuntia (Nugues et al. 2004; Barott et al. 2011a) . The lack of potential coral pathogens in crustose coralline algae (CCA) bacterial communities also corroborates the hypothesis of fleshy algae as pathogens reservoirs, since CCA are usually not harmful to corals (Barott et al. 2011a,b; Cavalcanti et al. 2014) . Turfs, a functional group consisting mainly of filamentous Cyanobacteria and Proteobacteria are strong competitors in eutrophication scenarios. Turf microbiomes are enriched in virulencerelated functions such as siderophores and virulence factors, suggesting a role in coral disease and death Walter et al. 2016) . However, the lack of consistency in the presence of coral pathogens in algae samples has fueled the arguments that algal-associated microbes alone are unlikely to cause coral death (Sweet, Bythell and Nugues 2013) .
According to the DDAM model, community-level microbial processes, as opposed to specific pathogenic species, are active in benthic competition. Microbial heterotrophic metabolism fueled by dissolved organic carbon (DOC) released by fleshy algae create hypoxia zones on the coral-algae interface (Smith et al. 2006; Barott et al. 2009 Barott et al. , 2011b Dinsdale and Rohwer 2011) . When corals and fleshy algae are incubated in adjacent chambers isolated by a membrane of pore size that allow only soluble compounds to be freely exchanged between chambers, fleshy algae cause high levels of coral mortality (Smith et al. 2006) . When antibiotics are added, coral viability is recovered, showing that changes in resident coral microbial communities are responsible for coral death. High bacterial metabolic rates at the coralalgae interfaces create localized hypoxia zones, leading to coral tissue death and allowing algae overgrowth (Barott et al. 2009 . Bacterial isolates from Montastraea annularis and Mussismilia hispida corals display high oxygen drawdown when fueled by turf exudates, but not when fueled by CCA exudates, showing that the driving factor for elevated oxygen consumption is the source of exudates rather than the initial microbial community (Gregg et al. 2013) . Turfs and fleshy macroalgae have DOC release rates up to seven times higher than corals and CCA, and stimulate high microbial growth and respiration in the overlying reef water (Haas et al. 2011; Nelson et al. 2013) . Field observation and flow chamber experiments show hypoxia zones and thick diffusive boundary layers at the interface between corals and turf, macroalgae and cyanobacterial mats, but not between corals and CCA (Jorissen et al. 2016) . Hypoxia then induces coral mortality allowing algae overgrowth (Haas et al. 2014 ).
MICROBIAL CARBON FLUXES AT THE ECOSYSTEM LEVEL
Coral reef benthic phase shifts are characterized by the transition from calcifying organisms dominance, which contributes to reef accretion, to fleshy organisms dominance, mainly turfs and fleshy macroalgae (Smith et al. 2016) . Microbes not only follow these transitions, but accelerate and intensify them through feedback loops of coral mortality (Smith et al. 2006 ). Here we identify four 'microbial phase shifts' associated with benthic transitions: (i) microbial community structure, (ii) biomass, (iii) metabolism and (iv) viral predation and discuss their effects on coral reef productivity and trophic dynamics.
Community composition
Microbial community composition was one of the first microbial traits to be related to coral reef degradation due to human impacts (Dinsdale et al. 2008) . Metagenomic studies describe an increase in heterotrophic, potentially pathogenic bacteria in reefs under anthropogenic pressure, as opposed to pristine communities dominated by autotrophs (Dinsdale et al. 2008; Bruce et al. 2012 ). The differences in microbial composition can be explained by organic carbon supply by the benthos in pristine, coral-dominated reefs compared to degraded, algae-dominated reefs. Mesocosm and in situ studies of microbial communities stimulated by corals and algae have shown generally consistent results (Table 1 ). In mesocosms, mucus from Porites sp. stimulates the growth of bacterioplankton communities similar to that found in the water column, with high diversity and enriched in SAR11, Rhodobacteraceae, Synechococcus, Alteromonadaceae and Oxobacteraceae (Nelson et al. 2013; McNally et al. 2017) . The reduction of total microbial counts and specific groups including SAR11 and Synechococcus in the presence of corals in mesocosm experiments has been attributed to grazing by corals or their associated protists, (McNally et al. 2017) . Macroalgae exudates stimulate the growth of low diversity communities dominated by copiotrophic Gammaproteobacteria including Vibrionaceae and Pseudoalteromonadaceae, known to encode a wide range of virulence factors (Nelson et al. 2013; Tonon et al. 2015) . Analysis of bacterial community composition in situ shows that percent cover of major benthic functional groups significantly correlated with microbial community taxonomic composition (Kelly et al. 2014) . The reef boundary layers of coral-dominated sites are enriched in Alphaproteobacteria belonging to Rhodobacterales and Sphingomonadales, and algae-dominated reefs are enriched in Gammaproteobacteria (Alteromonadales, Pseudomonadales and Vibrionales), Betaproteobacteria and Bacteroidetes (Kelly et al. 2014) . Microbial functional profiles, however, are more strongly correlated with abiotic factors, such as distance from equatorial upwelling zones (Kelly et al. 2014) . Closer to the Equator, reef microbiomes are enriched in genes involved in nutrient metabolism, while further away from the Equator, in nutrient-poor waters, microbes have more genes related to photosynthesis (Kelly et al. 2014) .
Bacterial community diversity display contrasting responses to human impact in free-living and coral-associated communities Zaneveld et al. 2016) . Diversity decreases with anthropogenic-driven microbialization in reefs across the Pacific . In coral holobiont communities in the Caribbean, bacterial diversity increases under stress (Zaneveld et al. 2016) . This difference may reflect both the type of stress imposed to these communities and the drivers of community assembly in free-living versus holobiont-associated communities (Yeoman et al. 2011; Nemergut et al. 2013 ). In the study by Knowles et al. (2016) , boundary layer microbial diversity was tested in relation to microbial abundance, as a proxy for anthropogenic-driven microbialization, and the variability was remarkably high. In the study by Zaneveld et al. (2016) , coral holobiont microbial communities were subject to increased nutrient addition, herbivory exclusion and high temperature. These stresses may impair coral selection of the associated microbes, with the resulting coral-associated community accumulating stochastic effects that increase diversity (VidalDupiol et al. 2014) . In the water column or benthic boundary layers, microbial community assembly may be more dependent on competitive and trophic relationships, with no host modulation, and increased microbial abundance may increase the success of only a few community members (Yeoman et al. 2011; Nemergut et al. 2013) . Longitudinal studies that follow changes in both coral-associated and free living communities as they face stress over time, coupled to laboratory-based studies that define the level of control that corals exert on community composition, will shed light on these questions.
Biomass
In coral reefs, bacteria comprise 37-73% of the total biomass carbon in the heterotrophic plankton (Ferrier-Pagès and Gattuso 1998). As a result of cell-specific differences in biomass, compositional shifts in the bacterial communities will impact whole-reef community biomass and metabolism. Algaestimulated bacterial communities are dominated by groups with large cell and genome sizes, such Gammaproteobacteria and Bacteoidetes, commonly found in eutrophic ecosystems (Lauro et al. 2009; Luo and Moran 2015) . In contrast, coral-stimulated microbes resemble that of oligotrophic waters including members of Roseobacterales and Sphingomonadales, which have smaller cells and genomes (Lauro et al. 2009; Luo and Moran 2015) . For comparison, a population of SAR11 (Alphaproteobacteria) at a density of 10 5 cells ml −1 has a biomass equivalent to less than 10 3 cells ml −1 of Vibrio or Shewanella (Gammaproteobacteria), due to differences in cell size. According to the cryptic escape hypothesis, distinct strategies with respect to cell biomass have important consequences for predation, both by viruses and protists (Yooseph et al. 2010) . Small celled, slow-growing bacteria would escape predation from protists because they are not able to support their growth (Hahn and Ho 1999) . Small cells would also escape viral infection by not expressing cell surface metabolic receptors recognized by viruses (Inoue, Matsuzaki and Tanaka 1995; Parent et al. 2014) . The relevance of cryptic escape for bacteria was proposed based on the biology of open ocean communities; however, the study of cell size variability and its relationship with biotic and abiotic factors in coral reefs is mostly unexplored. Whether coral reef bacteria utilize the same kind of strategies represents an important future research direction in coral reef microbiology. A small change in microbial biomass represents a large reallocation of energy in an ecosystem due to the small relative size and high per cell activity of microbes (DeLong et al. 2010) . A study of microbial abundance and cell size in coral reefs across the Pacific Ocean revealed an increase microbial biomass in impacted reefs (McDole et al. 2012) . In pristine reefs, the proportion of metabolic energy, as a function of biomass, allocated in the microbial and fish compartments of the community is 0% and 100%, respectively (McDole et al. 2012) . In contrast, almost 100% of the energy is allocated in the microbes in reefs under anthropogenic impact (McDole et al. 2012 ). This shift was defined as ) and Haas et al. (2016) , summarized in Table S1 (Supporting Information).
the 'microbialization' of coral reefs in response to human activities. Although the reduction of fish biomass contributes to this shift, microbial biomass has a proportionally greater impact on metabolic rates, driving the increase in microbialization (Brown et al. 2004; DeLong et al. 2010) . Positive correlation between algae cover and bacterial cell abundance coupled with the negative correlation between algae cover and DOC in coral reefs across the planet indicates that DOC released by benthic algae is the driving factor for microbialization (Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Supplementary Data 1; Silveira et al. 2015; Haas et al. 2016) .
Metabolism
Microbial metabolism is significantly higher over reef flats when compared to the surrounding open ocean waters. On the Great Barrier Reef, bacterial doubling times determined by the incorporation of radiolabeled thymidine were 3 h on the reef flat, while open ocean waters displayed a doubling time of 4 days (Moriarty, Pollard and Hunt 1985) . High metabolic rates on reef flats are a result of bacterial uptake of OM released by benthic organisms (Ferrier-Pagès and Gattuso 1998; Ferrier-Pagès et al. 2000) . OM derived from different benthic primary producers stimulates microbial metabolism in distinct ways. Coral-derived OM stimulates lower rates of microbial community respiration compared to fleshy algae-derived OM . High community respiration rates are due to high microbial abundance and biomass, although biomass production occurs at low efficiency (Haas et al. 2011; Silveira et al. 2015) . Table 2 shows that the microbial biomass produced per unit of carbon consumed is smaller in fleshy algae treatments when compared to coral mucus treatments (Haas et al. 2011 Nelson et al. 2013) . Microbial growth efficiency has complex relationships with growth rates and far-reaching implications for ecosystem energy and carbon flow (Lipson 2015) . High growth rates are usually associated with low growth efficiency, as a rate-yield tradeoff, and are commonly associated with high resource availability environments, such as the high DOC supply by fleshy algae in coral reefs (Odum and Pinkerton, 1955) . The global microbialization of coral reefs is associated to a yield to power switch, as high efficient metabolic pathways (high yield) are switched by less efficient, faster ones (high power) (Haas et al. 2016 ). This switch is triggered by the different metabolic pathways used by bacteria when consuming coral DOC when compared to algae DOC Fig. 3 . Algae-fed microbes preferentially utilize low efficiency central carbon metabolism pathways such as Entner-Doudoroff and pentose phosphate over the classical Embden-MeyerhofParnas pathway (Haas et al. 2016) . These metabolic shifts may be caused by the different composition of OM released by corals and algae. Despite species-specific differences, coral exudates are generally richer in lipids and proteins, while fleshy algae exudates are richer in labile carbohydrates ( Although the total biomass and energetic demands of microbes increase with human disturbance, including autotrophs and heterotrophs, an increase in the proportion of autotrophs across the microbialization gradient was demonstrated through flow cytometry direct counts (Somera et al. 2016 ). This result contrasts with metagenomics data that shows an increase in heterotrophs with human impact (as discussed previously). This disagreement may be an effect of genome size, since the proportional contribution of heterotrophs to the community DNA pool may be overestimated due to their large genome size compared to the dominant autotrophs Prochlorococcus (Lauro et al. 2009; Luo and Moran 2015) . Early metagenomic studies of reefs across a gradient of human impact actually showed a stepwise increase in autotrophs with human impact in the metagenomics data, followed by a sharp decrease in heavily impacted reefs (Dinsdale et al. 2008) . Metabolic Theory of Ecology predicts individual metabolic rate from the combined effects of body mass, temperature and physiology, such as increasing temperature or reducing activation energy increases chemical reaction rates (Brown et al. 2004; DeLong et al. 2010 ). Activation energy for photosynthesis reactions is lower than that of the Krebs cycle (López-Urrutia and Morán 2007; Yvon- Durocher et al. 2010; Wilken et al. 2013) . As a result, communities with a high proportional abundance of autotrophs expend more metabolic energy per gram of microbial biomass (Somera et al. 2016) . Therefore, autotrophic dominance may be an intermediate disturbance effect, reducing the rise of heterotrophic and potential pathogenic microbes by serving as an energy 'sink' on impacted coral reefs (Somera et al. 2016) . Highly efficient carbon cycling by specific microbial groups limits the access of low efficiency pathways to these resources. Through these mechanisms, autotrophic microbes may contribute to maintaining reef health and stability before reaching tipping points where heterotrophs may cause the reverse effect.
Viral predation
Viruses are the most abundant biological entities on the planet, and the largest reservoir of genetic diversity in the oceans (Suttle 2007; Rohwer and Thurber 2009; Cobián Güemes et al. 2016) . Water-column viral communities from the Great Barrier Reef are the most distinctive assemblages identified within the Pacific Ocean Viromes dataset. These viromes span broad geographical and ecological scales, indicating the uniqueness of coral reef viruses (Hurwitz and Sullivan 2013) . Viral diversity also responds to anthropogenic disturbance in coral reefs (Dinsdale et al. 2008) . On impacted reefs, the viral community is dominated by enterophages, while cyanophages dominate healthy reefs (Dinsdale et al. 2008) . Phages may act as a repository of functional genes that can be laterally transferred among bacteria (Ochman, Lawrence and Groisman 2000) . For example, DMSP metabolism genes were highly enriched in coral reef viromes, indicating the potential bacteriophage shuffling of these genes within the bacterial communities (Raina et al. 2010) . Because of their role in genetic diversity generation, coral reef phages were hypothesized to drive the decoupling between bacterial taxonomic and functional genomic profiles in adaptation to benthic community and oceanographic condition across the Pacific Line Islands (Ochman, Lawrence and Groisman 2000; Kelly et al. 2014) . The presence of herbicide degradation genes in phage communities in the Great Barrier Reefs has also been proposed to confer bacterial tolerance to terrestrial runoff contamination (Angly et al. 2016a,b) .
Lytic phages play an important role on the control of microbial communities through cell lysis (Proctor and Fuhrman 1990; Wilhelm and Suttle 1999) . The release of cell contents as dissolved organic material due to viral predation, the so-called viral shunt, increases OM recycling, reduces the transfer of microbial biomass carbon to higher trophic levels in the microbial loop and increases primary productivity in pelagic food webs (Suttle, 2005 (Suttle, , 2007 . Viral lytic infection exerts a control of the bacterial community by means of Lotka-Volterra predator-prey dynamics, known as Kill the Winner (KtW) (Thingstad 2000) . In the relatively pristine reefs of Moorea, French Polynesia, viral lysis removes 24-367% of bacterial standing stock every day, releasing 1.0 to 62 μg of organic carbon per liter of water per day (Payet et al. 2014) . Lytic viral predation was previously hypothesized to act as a resilience mechanism against coral reef microbialization by controlling bacterial biomass (McDole et al. 2012) . However, no significant relationship was found between the spatial dynamics of virioplankton and bacterial abundance and metabolism in the Tuamotu Archipelago, French Polynesia, as assessed by electron microscopy and prophage induction analyses (Bouvy et al. 2012) . A large-scale study of microbial and viral abundances from coral reefs across the Atlantic and Pacific shows that viral abundance does not increase at the same rate as bacterial abundance, causing a decline in the virus-to-microbe ratio with increasing cell abundance . Viromic analysis indicated that the decline in relative phage abundance is driven by a phage community switch to lysogeny in microbialized, degraded reefs (Fig. 3 Knowles et al. 2016) . This finding was in contrast to current paradigms in viral ecology, in which lysis is believed to be the predominant strategy in eutrophic conditions, while lysogeny is thought to be favored in oligotrophic conditions (Paul 2008; Brum et al. 2015) . This community-level lytic to temperate switch extends lytic KtW dynamics, and was named 'Piggyback-the-Winner'. Similar relationship between bacterial and viral abundance is observed in most ecosystems studied to date, including soils, freshwater and human-associated microbial communities, suggesting that a lytic to lysogenic switch may be a ubiquitous phenomenon Wigington et al. 2016) . Analysis of the frequency of prophages in 2110 complete bacterial genomes shows a positive relationship between bacterial growth rate and lysogeny, corroborating the Piggybackthe-Winner model (Touchon, Bernheim and Rocha 2016) . Lysogenic switches may have dramatic impacts on microbial community diversity, evolution and ecological relationships; therefore, further empirical tests of the presence, relative importance and impacts of this model are required.
Piggyback-the-Winner dynamics may have direct implications for coral reef organic carbon flow by stimulating bacterial growth and ecosystem dominance. Bacteria can benefit from multiple ecological and evolutionary advantages conferred by lysogeny. A gain of virulence traits, as indicated by the increase in virulence factors in the viromes of microbialized reefs, is a widespread mechanism for the emergence of pathogens (BondyDenomy and Davidson 2014; Knowles et al. 2016) . Temperate phages also carry more regulatory and repressor-like proteins when compared to lytic phages, indicating a role of prophages in regulating bacterial metabolism and potentially improving fitness (Paul 2008) . Lateral gene transfer by prophages, as well as other recombination mechanisms, is an efficient diversification strategy compared to mutation as it reduces the deleterious Mueller's ratchet effect (Narra and Ochman 2006) . Superinfection exclusion is also advantageous to the bacterial host by preventing infection by a closely related lytic phage (Bondydenomy et al. 2016) . Although superinfection exclusion has been argued to impose a fitness trade-off to the bacterial host, in vitro and in vivo experiments have shown that superinfection exclusion does not compromise fitness in Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Våge, Storesund and Thingstad 2013; Bondy-denomy et al. 2016) . Through the advantages brought to bacteria by lysogenic infections, Piggyback-the-Winner is predicted to enhance coral reef microbialization. Lysogeny stimulates bacterial ecological success and the microbial loop activity, which further fuels the detrital food web in degraded coral reefs (Fig. 4) (Silveira et al. 2015) . Increased microbial pathogenicity by laterally transferred virulence factors poses a substantial threat to reef eukaryotes, including metazoans such as fish and corals (Munro et al. 2003; Chen et al. 2014; Penadés et al. 2015) . Further experimental tests of a possible cost of resistance in marine bacteria-phage pairs require the ability to grow bacterial strains with and without integrated prophages. These bacteria-phage pairs can help to determine fitness variability against various ecological conditions, including food supply and competition with multiple phage strains.
REPLACING MICROBES IN THE FOOD WEB
Benthic organisms release large amounts of their daily photosynthesized carbon in the form of dissolved and particulate organic matter (DOM and POM, respectively; Table 3 ). Corals release a minor fraction as POM that works as a particle trap in the water, carrying matter and energy which is taken up by filter feeders and detritivores, such as epizootic worms and polychaetes (Huettel, Wild and Gonelli 2006; Naumann et al. 2009 Naumann et al. , 2010b . The labile benthic-derived DOC enters the microbial loop in the overlying water, being recycled back into inorganic material or alternatively forming particulate matter that also feeds benthic and planktonic organisms (Gast et al. 1998; Scheffers et al. 2004; Nelson et al. 2011) . The proportion of DOM recycled depends on its chemical composition and microbial metabolism (Haas et al. 2011; Nelson et al. 2013) . Therefore, microbes occupy a distinct place within the reef trophic web compared to openocean systems where food webs are sustained by planktonic primary production (Azam and Malfatti 2007) .
The energetic dependency of water column microbes on benthic organic material was first recognized in the 1970s (Sorokin 1973) . Benthic exudates are carbon rich and mainly devoid of nitrogen and phosphorus (Naumann et al. 2010b; Nelson et al. 2013) . Incorporation of the labile DOC fraction into microbial biomass enriches the OM by uptake of phosphorous and nitrogen (Wilson et al. 2003) . Microbial biomass can then take four main routes: feed planktonic protists, be turned over by viruses, be directly consumed by benthic filter feeders and form aggregates that sum to the POM pool and sink (Fig. 4) . Bacterivory by planktonic protists in coral reefs is similar to that observed in oceanic waters (Gast et al. 1999) . Given high growth rates of bacteria in coral reefs, bacterial production must be either turned over at high rates by viral lysis or be directly consumed by benthic organisms (Lesser 2006; Knowles et al. 2016) . Nevertheless, most of the protozooplankton in coral reefs is consumed by benthic filter feeders, representing an indirect route for microbial carbon contribution to the benthic-pelagic coupling (Moriarty et al. 1985; Ferrier-Pagès and Gattuso 1998) . Bacterial biomass can comprise up to 30% of sinking POM that deposits and enriches algae surfaces increasing the lability, nutritional value and palatability of OM consumed by fish that feed on epilithic algae (Wilson et al. 2003) .
The shift from coral to turf and fleshy algae dominance leads to a significant increase in total organic production, since macroalgae display higher photosynthetic rates when compared to corals (Anthony et al. 2011; Silveira et al. 2015) . Enhanced production increases the release of dissolved and particulate organic material in algae-dominated reefs, and microbial-enriched POM feeds benthic invertebrates (Silveira et al. 2015) . This organic carbon ultimately flows to omnivorous and invertivorous fish, decreasing the ratio of herbivores: omnivores + invertivores in comparison to pristine reefs (Alexander et al. 2014; Mueller et al. 2014; Silveira et al. 2015) . This dynamic represents a microbial-mediated, bottom-up control of fish biomass (Fig. 4) (Silveira et al. 2015) . The importance of the microbial loop for fish production in coral reefs was proposed based on the trophic structure of the Abrolhos Bank, Southwestern Atlantic. Top-down control of fish abundance by overfishing Symbiodinium primary production rates were obtained from Hatcher (1988) and Tremblay et al. (2012) . Translocation rates to the coral host were obtained from Hatcher (1988) , Muscatine (1990) and Tremblay et al. (2012) . DOC release rates were obtained from Muscatine et al. (1984) , Naumann et al. (2010a) , Haas et al. (2011 and Silveira et al. (2015) . Bacterial biomass production rates were obtained from Ferrier-Pagès and Gattuso (1998). Viral shunt rates were obtained from Payet et al. (2014) ; Fish production rates were obtained from Silveira et al. (2015) . Note that DOC release and fish production are given by area (in square meters) and bacterial biomass production and viral shunt are given by volume (in liters).
has dramatic impacts on benthic community structure (Jackson et al. 2001; Friedlander and DeMartini 2002; Mumby et al. 2006; Francini-Filho and De Moura 2008a,b) . In degraded reefs in the Abrolhos Bank, deviation of organic carbon through microbes and benthic filter feeders causes the uncoupling of benthic and fish productivity, adding a bottom-up control of fish biomass productivity to the well-described top-down effects of overfishing ( Fig. 4 ; see Box 2 for DOC consumption by benthic filter feeders).
Box 2. DOC consumption in coral crevices by sponges
Spatial structuring of DOC removal by bacteria has been extensively investigated in the reefs of the Caribbean island of Curaç ao. High bacterial growth rates are found at the coral-water interface, and correlate with the presence of a higher labile fraction in the DOC pool (Van Duyl and Gast 2001) . Reef crevices in between coral colonies have higher bacterial-specific growth rates (3.6 times higher than in reef overlaying water (Scheffers et al. 2004) , lower labile DOC concentration and high inorganic nitrogen content. These results indicated that reef crevices are DOC sinks as a result of microbial activity (Van Duyl and Gast 2001; Scheffers et al. 2004) . More recent studies showed that most of the DOC drawdown in coral crevices cannot be attributed to microbial activities (De Goeij and Van Duyl 2007) . These crevices are usually covered by sponges that are capable of DOC consumption, which lead to the proposal of the 'sponge loop', in which DOC uptake by sponges followed by POC release fuels detritivore organisms (De Goeij and Van Duyl 2007; De Goeij et al. 2013; Mueller et al. 2014) . In the Curaç ao reefs, the sponge loop accounts for most the of the DOC removal when compared to the microbial loop (De Goeij et al. 2013) . Coralderived DOC assimilation by sponges has also been demonstrated in the sponge Mycale fistulifera in the Red Sea, and Hymedesmia coriacea in the North Atlantic (Rix et al. 2016) . Both sponge cells and sponge-associated microbes assimilate coral DOC (Rix et al. 2016) . Because most of the carbon detected in sponge tissues is assimilated in unspecific molecules or is still in the form released by corals, the assimilation pathways remain unclear.
Mechanistic analysis of changes in microbial community composition, biomass, carbon metabolism and viral predation in the reef trophic webs demand the incorporation of these microbial features into ecosystem modeling studies. Microorganisms have been gaining importance in trophic modeling since the first trophic web models of coral reefs, which completely missed the microbial component (Atkinson and Grigg 1984; Polovina 1984) . Two early trophic web models show large discrepancies in the estimated role of bacteria in the reef, with bacteria contributing to as low as 1.7% to as high as 70% of the total organic carbon flow (Sorokin 1990; Johnson et al. 1995; Arias-Gonzalez et al. 1997) . Such large discrepancies come from different empirical evidence for bacterial carbon uptake, biomass and consumption used in the studies. Inserting microbes in the food web can be remarkably informative for the study of phase-shift effects on the reef trophic structure. In degraded reefs, high microbial abundances may add to the effect of overfishing in changing fish trophic structure (Friedlander and DeMartini 2002; Sandin et al. 2008; Dinsdale and Rohwer 2011) . The trophic web model of the Abrolhos Bank was successful in reproducing environmental patterns in fish biomass based on microbial growth measured in situ and previously described trophic relationships (Silveira et al. 2015) . However, this is a specialized and static model limited in predictive power. The development of ecosystem models sensitive to internal dynamics or changes in external forcing will provide the tools to understand and predict the microbial influence on carbon flow in coral reefs (Hannah, Vezina and John 2010; Kubicek, Muhando and Reuter 2012; Kubicek and Reuter 2016) .
MICROBIAL ROLE IN ECOSYSTEM RESILIENCE
Phase shifts from coral to algae dominance in coral reefs are proposed to represent true alternative stable states in coral reefs by numerous non-manipulative studies (Knowlton 1992 (Knowlton , 2004 Hughes 1994) . Alternative stable states are defined as contrasting states in which an ecosystem can exist under the same external environmental conditions (Holling 1973; May 1977) . Alternatively, benthic dominance changes may not represent a stable state transition but different phases within the same equilibrial system (Dudgeon et al. 2010 ). This argument is based on the lack of empirical support demonstrating hysteresis and thresholds, as opposed to continuous change across environmental gradients. Here we propose that the four microbial features associated with fleshy algae dominance (diversity, biomass, metabolism and predation) represent microbial phase shifts that may contribute to stable state transition. Because of short generation times and genetic plasticity, microbes sustain rapid responses to environmental variables, giving rise to feedback loops that may lower ecosystem resilience (Shade et al. 2012) . Decrease in richness and diversity can decrease ecosystem stability through the lack of functional redundancy (Wohl, Arora and Gladstone 2004; Downing and Leibold 2010) . Microbial feedback loops such as the increase in virulence and escape from viral predation can amplify small ecosystem deviations, facilitating transition to states where recovery from perturbations is no longer possible (Carpenter et al. 2001; Cinquin and Demongeot 2002) . Because of small body size and high energetic requirements, microbial-dominated system are increasingly stable, locking resources in the microbial compartments at the expense of energy partition to macroorganisms (Li, Gorshkov and Makarieva 2004) .
Non-manipulative studies can offer only indirect evidence for stable states, leaving conclusions open for alternative explanations (Schröder, Persson and De Roos 2005) . Whether the microbial phase shifts discussed here represent real alternative stable states requires the use of manipulative approaches to establish discontinuity in microbial responses and environmental drivers, threshold for loss of recovery potential, divergence in microbial responses due to different initial conditions and possible random divergence (Schröder, Persson and De Roos 2005) . In coral reefs, manipulative studies are hampered by the requirement of pulses of disturbance over large spatial and temporal scales, leaving coral reef stability studies to rely on 'natural experiments' (Knowlton 1992) . While short generation times may facilitate the investigation of several aspects of microbial dynamics, their relationship with benthic phase shifts is limited by these same factors. Artificial placement of benthic organisms in laboratory mesocosm communities may be a useful approach for the experimental investigation of microbial phase shifts.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN REEF MICROBIAL ECOLOGY

Sediment microbial communities
Diatoms, dinoflagellates and Cyanobacteria living on the sediments comprise a highly productive compartment in the reef trophic web, with production rates that can reach that of corals (Werner et al. 2006) . Cyanobacterial mats have become increasingly dominant in many reefs in the Caribbean (Paul et al. 2005) , Hawaii (Dailer, Smith and Smith 2012) , Australia (Albert et al. 2005) , Guam (Kuffner et al. 2001) , Taiwan (Lin and Hung, 2004) and Brazil (Walter et al. 2016) . POM derived from coral and algae exudates sinks on sediments enriching these environments with organic and inorganic nutrients (Wild et al. 2004a and b) . Therefore, the shift from coral to algae dominance in coral reefs is expected to enrich distinct sediment communities, in a similar response to that observed for water column microbes stimulated by coral and algae DOC (Wild et al. 2004b; Huettel et al. 2006; Naumann et al. 2009; Mayer and Wild 2010; Nelson et al. 2013; Haas et al. 2013b) . The degree to which sediment productivity will be altered by microbialization remains to be determined. In a recently proposed model for reefs under anthropogenic impact in the Caribbean island of Curaç ao, nutrient enrichment stimulates benthic cyanobacterial growth (Brocke et al. 2015) . The authors propose land runoff as the source of nutrient inputs that would stimulate phytoplankton blooms and subsequent particle sinking after the bloom decay. However, no significant differences were observed for water column nutrient concentrations or underground leakage. In addition, the role of pollution in phase shift is controversial, due to the inability of boosting algae growth in experimental setups with nitrogen and phosphorous enrichment and the presence of phase shifts in remote reefs with no anthropogenic nutrient input (Miller, Aronson and Murdoch 2003; McClanahan et al. 2004 ). More recently, turf, macroalgae and benthic Cyanobacteria in the Curaç ao reefs were shown to directly uptake ammonium, nitrate and phosphate, benefitting from enrichments following rainfall runoff . We hypothesize that in the model proposed by Brocke et al. (2015) OM released by the benthic community in the turf and macroalgae-dominated reefs adds to the effect of direct inorganic nutrient uptake to stimulate cyanobacterial growth.
Temporal dynamics of microbial communities
Most coral reef microbiology studies, both at the holobiont and the ecosystem level, are mostly focused on geographical patterns, disturbance response and species-specific associations (Hester et al. 2015; Bourne, Morrow and Webster 2016; Hernandez-agreda et al. 2016) . Studies that investigated temporal variability in coral microbiomes are mostly focused on relatively long time scales, weeks to months, with little information available on the short-term variability (Sweet, Croquer and Bythell 2010; Glasl, Herndl and Frade 2016; Zaneveld et al. 2016) . This contrasts with the strong diurnal variation in the host tissue environment imposed by coral physiology (Sorek et al. 2014) . Coral holobionts experience wide ranges of physiological changes in response to diel cycles, going from autotrophs with hyperoxic tissues during the day to heterotrophs with hypoxic tissues at night (Shashar, Cohen and Loya 1993; Anthony and Fabricius 2000; Haas et al. 2013a) . Virtually all the information on microbial communities associated with corals is based on samples taken during the day, due to sampling limitations. Even the well-studied association of corals and Symbiodinium misses information on circadian molecular clocks (Fitt and Trench 1983; Sorek et al. 2014) . In the coral Mussismilia braziliensis boundary layer, community composition did not display diel patterns over short time scales (Silveira et al. 2017) . The water column microbial communities in Heron Island, Great Barrier Reef, was significantly different between day and night (Sweet, Croquer and Bythell 2010; Sweet et al. 2010) . However, the lack of differences between tides was interpreted as a weak connection between the benthos and the water column, with planktonic processes governing the differences observed or, alternatively, rapid turnover and mixing offsetting the benthic-pelagic coupling (Sweet, Croquer and Bythell 2010) . At the time scale of weeks, bacterial communities in the mucus of Porites astreoides pass through community changes associated to coral mucus aging (Glasl, Herndl and Frade 2016) . These corals have very characteristic cycles of mucus production, aging and shedding, that is accompanied by an increase in total microbial abundance and the rise of opportunistic and potentially pathogenic bacteria belonging to Verrucomicrobiaceae and Vibrionaceae until the old mucus is shed (Glasl, Herndl and Frade 2016) . At the ecosystem level, coral spawning is a significantly large and relatively rare event of OM flux from the benthos to the water column . Few studies have attempted to elucidate the microbiology of coral spawning, and results are rather controversial (see Box 3 for discussion). The extent to which temporal changes in microbial community have an influence in coral disease and competition is still not determined.
Box 3. Microbial response to mass spawning
Coral mass spawning represents a large flux or matter from the benthos to the water column resulting in up to 11-fold increase in POM in the water column after spawning Wild et al. 2008) . While inorganic nutrients can stimulate phytoplankton blooms, coral spawning material composition is dominated by organic forms of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus, representing a resource for heterotrophic bacteria . Bacterial and viral abundance in the water column were significantly higher for 3 days after a spawning event in the Great Barrier Reef . This was followed by a decrease in abundance in the water column and increase in abundance in the benthos suggesting that sinking material traps bacteria and viruses . Despite the OM supply in coral spawning, photosynthesis-to-respiration ratio increased after the same mass spawning event in the Great Barrier Reef, indicating a preferential phototrophic recycling of nutrients rather than a microbial exploitation of the labile organic carbon . These changes occurred mainly in the benthic community, as most of the spawning material sinks back to the benthos as POM (Wild et al. 2008) . The effects of POM deposition and consumption identified after 3 weeks were hypothesized to be the result of POM consumption by bacteria and other reef organisms (Wild et al. 2008) . However, after a coral spawning event in Kaneohe Bay, Hawaii, bacterial community composition, abundance and heterotrophic metabolism varied within the regular variability range during non-spawning conditions for 18 months (Apprill and Rappé 2011) . This suggested that most OM released in coral spawning may be directly taken by larger consumers, rather than bacteria. In bacterial communities associated with Acropora tenuis, Pocillopora damicornis and Tubastrea faulkneri, no major changes in community structure were observed (Ceh et al. 2012) . However, A. tenuis and P. damicornis released bacteria of the genera Alteromonas and Roseobacter after reproduction into the surrounding water (Ceh et al. 2012) . These bacteria are early colonizers of coral larvae and suggest that adult corals may release bacteria that increase offspring fitness in early coral life stages.
Manipulation of microbes for coral reef restoration
Current approaches to intervene in coral reef decline are mostly focused on conservation with the establishment of protection areas, with recent increasing efforts targeting restoration. Among the few strategies to restore reefs are coral 'gardening' or fragmentation followed by transplantation (Epstein, Bak and Rinkevich 2001; Forsman et al. 2015) . The flexible nature of coralmicrobe associations and the role of microbes in coral adaptation to environmental conditions inspire ideas about the manipulation of microbes for coral reef restoration (Williams et al. 2015; Röthig et al. 2016; Zaneveld et al. 2016) . One proposed strategy is the use of microbes from stress survivors, which supposedly play a role in resistance to stress, to inoculate new colonies and create new meta-organisms resistant to that specific stressor (Dos Santos et al. 2015; Ainsworth and Gates 2016; Peixoto et al. 2017) . This assisted evolution approach is controversial because novel traits may allow artificially enhanced organisms to outcompete native individuals leading to ecosystem dominance, transfer pathogens, change genetic structure of the native populations and fitness trade-offs (Van Oppen et al. 2015) . Similar approaches have long been applied to animals and plants of commercial interest, and represent a current debate not only in coral reefs but in other ecosystems. Another potential restoration strategy is the use of bacterial cues to increase coral larvae settlement rates (Webster et al. 2004; Hadfield 2011) . Bacterial cues have been extensively studied in the opposite scenario of biofouling avoidance (Shikuma and Hadfield 2005; Wood et al. 2016) . Phage therapy is a common alternative for the use of antibiotics in human bacterial infections in East Europe and West Asia (Barbu, Cady and Hubby 2016; Gorski et al. 2016) . Phage inoculation in diseased corals may be a promising strategy to control disease progression when the causative agent is known (Efrony et al. 2007) . Phage therapy successfully recovered bleached Montipora aequituberculata infected by Vibrio coralliilyticus and white-plague affected Favia favus (Efrony, Atad and Rosenberg 2009; Zvuloni and Rosenberg 2012; Cohen et al. 2013) .
Microbiology beyond coral reefs
Several concepts and methods initially developed in the study of coral reef microbes have gone beyond discipline boundaries and gained relevance across biology. From the holobiont concept, which currently permeates human health research, to the development of viral metagenomics and understanding of viral interactions, coral reef microbiology has given significant contributions to other areas in biology (Breitbart et al. 2002; Knowlton and Rohwer 2003; Knowles et al. 2016) . Some examples are the discovery of innate immunity genes of retroviral origin present in corals and humans, but not in other invertebrates (Kvennefors et al. 2010; Weiss et al. 2013; Quistad and Traylor-Knowles 2016; , and the lytic to lysogenic switches described in coral reefs and implicated in polymicrobial diseases Silveira and Rohwer 2016) . These examples stimulate coral reef microbiologists to develop interdisciplinary research and reach out to other areas of science where coral reef microbiology concepts and discoveries can have profound impact.
CONCLUSIONS
Microbes, including bacteria, archaea, viruses and microeukayotes, have fundamental roles in coral reef productivity and carbon flow. The complex microbial interactions within coral holobionts, mainly those related to autotrophic Symbiodinium, modulate the holobiont primary production budget. At the ecosystem level, microbes have intricate connections in the food webs, mediating OM recycling, remineralization, export and biomass production at various trophic compartments. Given the multitude of local and global stressors currently threatening coral reefs, and the complex interactions between these stressors, the inclusion of microbial processes in the study of coral reef disturbance and resilience is fundamental (Pendleton et al. 2016) . Based on the extensive data reviewed here, we conclude that microbial changes in community structure, increased biomass, decreased growth efficiency and escape from viral predation are not only responses to degradation, but comprise mechanisms of decreased resilience contributing to ecosystem degradation. Upon disturbance, microbes channel organic carbon through alternative ecosystem pathways, modulating biomass production at various trophic groups, increasing ecosystem potential to OM export and CO 2 loss through respiration. Restoration actions based on the reversal of microbialization depend on the establishment of quantitative tipping points and thresholds of microbial phase shifts. Together with conservation strategies, manipulation of key aspects of microbial ecology will hopefully offer an opportunity to reverse coral reef decline.
